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On Hsu’s Model in Regression Analysis
F b i e d r i c h  P x jk e ls h e im  1
Summ ary. The paper exemplifies with Hsu’s model a general pattern as how to derive 
results of variance component estimation from well known results of mean estimation, 
as far as linear model theory is concerned. This ‘dispersion-mean-correspondence’ provides 
new and short proofs for various theorems from the literature, concerning unbiased in­
variant quadratic estimators with minimum B a y e s  risk or minimum variance. For pure 
variance component models, unbiased non-negative quadratic estimability is charac­
terized in terms of the design matrices.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this communication is to exemplify with Hsu’s model a general 
pattern as how to derive results of variance component estimation from known 
results of mean estimation.
The dispersion-mean-correspondence (Sect. 2) introduces a derived model such 
that mean regression in the derived model corresponds to estimating the variance 
components in the original model. Hsu’s model specifies the fourth moments 
via the kurtosis y, thus opening the way for minimum variance estimation. 
Sect. 3 collects some matrix algebra for convenient reference. In Sect. 4, some 
known results of J. K l e f f e  and R. Pincus [8], P. L. Hsu [6], H. D ry  gas [2], and 
C. R. R ao [14] are proved by persistently applying the dispersion-mean-corre- 
spondence. This approach extends insight and understanding of linear model 
theory, providing short proofs, slight generalizations, and alternative charac­
terizations. Sect. 5 is concerned with the existence of unbiased non-negative 
definite quadratic estimates of variance components and presents an estimability 
criterion in terms of the design matrices that specify the model.
Previous Work. S. K. M itb a  [10] suggests an approach that is very close to 
the dispersion-mean-correspondence as presented here or in [12], he, however, 
stops exploitation at an intermediate stage. J. S e e ly  [16] and other authors, 
cf., H. D kygas [3], S. G n ot, W. K x o k eck i and R. Zm ysloky [4], J. K le e f e  [7], 
R. Zm yslony [18], reduce variance component estimation to mean estimation in 
coordinate free terms which seems to provoke ready application somewhat less 
than the dispersion-mean-correspondence. Most of the examples in Sect. 4 
were originally proved by explicitly minimizing the risk function, though 
the connection to mean estimation is hinted at (H. D ry g a s [2, p. 382]) or
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implicit (C. R. R ao [14, p. 451]). The algebraic notions as introduced below have 
successfully been utilized by other authors as well, cf., J. K l e f f e  andR. Pinctjs [8], 
S. K . M ite a  [10], G. P. H. S tyan  [17], R. Zm yslony [18],
Notations. For a matrix A, let A', A +, dtA, ^ A  denote its transposed matrix, 
M o ore -P en rose  inverse [15, p. 26], range (column space), and the range’s ortho­
gonal complement, respectively. Let vec A  be the vector obtained from A  by 
ordering its entries lexicographically. The K r o n e c k e r  product [15, p. 29] is 
denoted by ® . The function vec is an inner product and tensor product preserv­
ing vector space isomorphism:
(vec A )' vec B  =  trace A H ’ , (1)
v e c x y '= x ® y ,  (2)
as follows by considering the standard basis vectors ev with r-th component 1 
and zeroes elsewhere, and the basis matrices Epfl =  e„e' with (v. ju)-entry 1 and 
zeroes elsewhere. For (vec A )' we shall also write vec'A. I  denotes an identity 
matrix, its order following from the context.
2. Model Set-up and the Dispersion-Mean-Correspondence
The General Linear Model. For an Revalued random vector F, a linear 
model is specified by linear decompositions of both the mean vector EF and the 
dispersion matrix (variance covariance matrix) D F :
EY= £ b j c „  =  Xb, D F = 2 f xFx, M = I —X X + , (3)
7C = 1 X = 1
where the (n, ^-m atrix X =  \xi : . . .: x p] and the k symmetric (n, n)-matrices Vx 
are known, whereas b =  (bi, . . . , bp)’ and t  =  (tl, . . . , tk)' are to be estimated; 
M  is the orthogonal projector onto 8iiX.
For estimating t or linear functions of t, we choose, as usual, quadratic esti­
mators Q(Y) which, by definition, are derived from bilinear functions B(.,.) by 
setting both arguments equal to F : Q(Y) =  B(Y, Y). A  maximal invariant sta­
tistic with respect to all ‘mean translations’ y  ->-y +  X b, b € R p, is M Y  (cf., J. S e e ly  
[16, p. 1646], J. K l e f f e  [7]). Thus, Q(Y) is an invariant quadratic estimator (IQE' 
iff Q(Y) =  Q(MY).
E.g., when estimating a linear form q't, q£R>k, the set of all IQEs is {Y 'A Y } 
where A  is an arbitrary symmetric (n, w)-matrix satisfying A  =  M AM , or, equi­
valently, A X =  0.
Invariance is a natural statistical requirement: All of F  which is in the range 
’¡RX may be explained by mean regression, leaving the residuals M Y  for in­
ference on the dispersion parameter t. Technically speaking, invariant estimates 
of t are free from the mean parameter, cf., R . R . C o rb e il and S. R . S e a r le  [1], 
J. K l e f f e  [7], Finally, the expectation of a quadratic estimate Y 'A Y  does not 
depend on the mean parameter iff X 'A X =  0. In most applications, as in Hsu’s 
model, A  should be non-negative definite (NISTD). This, however, and X 'A X =  0 
imply A X =  0, i.e., invariance.
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The Dispersion-Mean-Correspondence. For a linear model (3), consider 
the derived random R®2-vector M Y ® M Y . By (3) and (2), EM Y ® M Y = M ® M  ■ 
vec 2  tHVx, and M Y ® M Y  gives rise to a linear model for mean estimation. Intro­
ducing the (n2, &)-matrices
D  =  [vec Vt : • • •: vec FJ, DM= M ® M  • D , (4)
we arrive at
EM Y ® M Y = D Mt . (5)
Thus, t may be looked at as the dispersion parameter in the original model (3), 
or as the mean parameter in the derived model (5); this we call the dispersion- 
mean-correspondence.
It remains to be shown that the class of natural estimators of t is not changed 
by the dispersion mean-correspondence. Clearly, for any (k. ?i2)-matrix L,
Q(Y) = L  • M Y ® M Y  (6)
as a linear estimator of t  in the derived model (5), is an IQE of t  in the original 
model (3). Conversely, the Kboneckeb, product is a tensor product [5, p. 12], i. e., 
for every bilinear function B(x, y) there exists a (unique) linear function L  such 
that B(x, y )= L  • x® y .  This implies that any IQE Q{Y) is representable as in 
(6), and thus is a linear estimator in the derived model. E.g., for an IQE Y 'A Y  of 
a linear form q't we get from (1) and (2) Y 'A Y  =  trace A - M Y(M Y)' =  vec'A • 
M Y ® M Y , i.e., L =  vec'A.
In Sect. 4 we shall be concerned with minimum variance estimation of t. To 
this end, we introduce the (n2, «^-matrices
F —D Y®Y, Fm = M ® M -F -M ® M , N = I - D mD + , (7)
i.e., the matrix of all central mixed fourth moments of F, the dispersion matrix 
of M Y ® M Y , and the orthogonal projector onto dtlDM, respectively. The follow­
ing lemma is stated for later reference. It applies the celebrated Lehmann- 
S ch effe  theorem [15, p. 317] to the derived model; the alternative representa­
tions in part (ii) follow by (1), (4), and (12).
Lemma 2.1. Let a linear model be given by (3) and (7); let L b ea  (k, ri2-)-matrix, A  
be a symmetric (n, n)-matrix, and q£  Rs. Then:
(i) L • M Y ®  M Y  is an unbiased IQE of t with minimum variance under FM 
(among all other unbiased IQE) iff LDM= I  and LFMN =0.
(ii) Y 'A Y  is an unbiased IQE of q ’t with minimum variance under FM iff A X =  0,
• vecA  =  (trace V1A, . . ., trace V^A)’ , and 
Fm • vec A  € 9tDM= {vec 2  ^-MF^M/V. 6 R*}.
Hsu’s Model. Hsu’s model specifies the fourth moments F  via (quasi-)inde- 
pendence and the kurtosis y of k random effects %x, cf., H. Drygas [2], P. L. Hstr
[6], J. K l e f f e  and R. Pinctts [8], C. R. R ao [14]. Following C. R. Rao [14, p. 446] 
we assume a linear decomposition according to
Y - E Y = i l J x%x=U%, (8)
X = 1
where the XJx are known (n, cj-matrices, c=  2 cx, U =[U 1: • • • : TJk] is of order 
(n , c), and % =  [%[:•- •: is a random Rc-vector whose independent subvectors
22 Statistics, Bd. 8, H. 3/1977
%x liave independent components £ satisfying
E£x,v =  °> E£Z,v = <rl E£x,v=(r>c+3) <**> v = l , . . . , c x . (9)
In general, a random R'-vector % whose independent components satisfy E£„ =  
=  0, E£l =  a2v, Ef* =  (y„-|-3) a% has mixed fourth moments
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D?®?= 2  S l S v ( E li.u ® E rv + E ^ ® E V + dl,v fv E v v ® E vv) • (10)IX, V — 1





a*=H'a*, y = H 'y , (11)
where the vectors l c consist of cx ones, so that H  is of order (Ic, c). Thus, (10) and 
(11) yield the mixed fourth moments under assumption (9). We are now ready to 
precisely define a Hsu-model:
Definition. A Hsu-model is a linear model as specified by (3), (4), (7), (10), (11), 
where VX= U XV'X, x = l, . . . ,k ;  V  and the Ux’s are as in (8), t — a2 =  {a\, . . ., a\)', 
y =  (yi, . . . ,y k)',andFM= F M(a2, y) =MU®MU  • (D § ® |)  • U'M®U'M .
In order to appealingly display FM(a2, y), we now collect some matrix algebra.
3. Some Matrix Algebra
The Separating Property of vec. For any 3 matrices A, B, C of appropriate 
order one has
vec ABC=A®C' • vec B  . (12)
Taking B —Evli, this follows at once from (2).
Diagonalizer. For a square matrix A, Diag A  denotes the diagonal matrix 
with diagonal entries copied from A. For a vector y, Diag y is the diagonal matrix 
with diagonal equal to y.
Introducing the (c2, c)-matrix J)c =  \vec En : • • •: vecEcc], where En etc. are 
basis (c, c)-matrices, yields, by (2), D fi'c =  2  vec E „v' vec> Ew= 2  ( e v ® e v)  X 
yAev®ev)' = ^ E rv®Erv, and, by (12), 1)CD'C ■ vec A = vec Diag A. More general, 
for every diagonal (c, c)-matrix A, and for every (c, c)-matrix A, we have
D A K  • vec A = vec A Diag A, where D c =  [vec EL1: • • •: vec Eecl (13)
Hapamard’s Produkt. When diagonalizer are used, Hadamard’s product 
A * B = ({Ai} ■ Jijj)) is not far. This is due to Diag A = I  * A  and the following 
lemma.
lemma 3.1. Let Dc, f)n be defined as in (13) of order (c1, c), (n2, n), respectively. 
Let A, B two (c, n)-matrices, and a £ R c, b 6 Rn. Then:
(i) ,! : B r-D ' ,1 > «  />,, .
(ii) a’ ■ A  * B ■ b = trace Diag a • A • Diag b • B ’ .
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P roof. Verification is immediate when taking A, B, a, b to be basis matrices 
(vectors). ■
Using Lemma 3.1, many properties of the H adam abd  product, cf., e.g., G. P. 
H . St y a n  [17], may easily be inferred from corresponding properties of the 
K ronegker  product.
4. On Estimates in the Hsu-Model
The Mixed Fourth Moment. In the next two lemmas, we study the mixed fourth 
moments as a linear operator.
Xemma 4.1. Let % be a random W-vector whose independent components satisfy 
E|„ =  0, EH =  a2v, and E|* =  (y„+3) For a fixed dl, put A1=D%=Diag T =  
= Diag y, A2 =  A1: TA,, and let De be defined as in (13). Then, for every (n, n)- 
matrix A ,
A  -4-  A '
(D£®|) • vec J4 =  (2A1®  A1+ D cA 2-D^ ) • vec— -— . (14)
P roo f. The assertion is a consequence of formulae (10), (12), and (13). ■
lemma 4.2. Assume a Hsu-model. For a fixed a ,^ put F* =  '2ual:XVx=VI^.iU'. 
Then:
(i) For every (n, n)-matrix A ,
Fm{oI, y) • vec A  =  (2M F *M ® M F *M + M U ®  M U ■ D cb 2D'c (15) 
U'M ® U'M) • vec .¿i
(ii) For every symmetric (n, n)-matrix A  satisfying A —M AM ,
Y) • vec A  =  vec (2M F *4F*M + M U A2 ■ Diag U'AU- U'M). (16)
P roo f. Part (i) follows from Lemma 4.1, and, by (12), implies part (ii). ■
With these preparations we are now ready to characterize optimal estimates 
in the Hsu-model.
B ayes estimates. J .  K l e f f e  and R. Pincus [8, Th. 3.8] consider unbiased IQEs 
with minimum B a y es risk:
Theorem 4.1. Assume a Hsu-model with a priori distribution P  for a2, put
jR =  EPa2a2', S = D ia g H 'R H , (17)
and let q  £ R*. Then Y 'A Y  is an unbiased IQE of q 't with minimum B a y e s  risk at
Y iff A X = 0 ,q  =  (trace V±A, . . ., trace VkA)', and M U  ■ (211'f i l l + ST) * (U'AU) ■ 
U'M is a linear combination o /M F jM , . . ., M VjM .
P roof. By Lemma 4.2.ii, the risk operator is 0  (A ) =  vec EP (2MU  A t U'A E/A* • 
U’M +M U & l T • Diag U'AU ■ U'M). But, cf., [17], A t =  Diag H o implies 
W A U A i .  =  (H '&W  H) * (U'AU) and A? =  (ii 'a 2a2' II)*  1 =  Diag H'a2o 2' II  Thus 
EPAl =  S, and we get & (A) =  vec M U  ■ (2H 'R H +S T ) * (U’AU) ■ U'M. The 
assertion now follows by Lemma 2.1 .ii, mutatis mutandis. ■
MV estimates. The rest of this section is concerned with minimum variance 
unbiased IQE (MV—U B —IQE) of a linear form q't.
22 *
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P. L. Hsu was the first in this area, and his problem [6, Th. 2] reads in terms of 
the derived model: When is the simple least squares estimate of minimum vari­
ance? Hsu assumes independent components of y with equal variances a2 and 
possibly unequal kurtosis yu . . ., yn.
Theorem 4.2. Assume a Hsu-model with c =  n, U = I, F* =  o-2J, and s = rank X~^ . 
■cn. Put M 2= M  * M, and m  =  (Mn , . . ., M nn)'. Then (n — s)~1Y'M Y is a 
M V -U B -I Q E  of a* iff
M 2T m =gm , q =  (n — s )-1 m 'T m . (18)
P roof. Here, DM= vec M, so that the simple least squares estimate is ( W ' 1 
D'm • M Y ® M Y  =  (trace M ) - 1 trace M  ■ M Y(M Y)' =  (n — s)~1 Y'MY, by (1) and
(2). This is of minimum variance [11, p. 148] iff 9tDMis invariant under FM(a%, y). 
Lemma 4.2.ii yields FM(o%, y) • vec M  =  vec (2M +M T  • Diag M  • M). Thus, a 
necessary and sufficient condition is
M -Diag Tm  • M = qM , Q =  (n — s)~1 m 'T m . (19)
By considering the diagonal elements, (19) implies (18). The converse follows, 
with Lemma 3.l.ii, from \\M ■ Diag Tm ■ M —qM\\2= trace Diag Tm • M  • 
Diag Tm  • M —2q trace Diag m -T - Diag tn  +  o- trace M  =  m 'T M T m  — 2pm Tm  + 
+ tmi’Tm  = ¡n'T(M,Tm — otn). ■
The next result, due to H. Drygas [2, Th. 3.5.a], does also lead to eq. (19).
Theorem 4.3. Let Y 'A Y  be an IQE of a2 for the Hsxs-model in Th. 4.2. Then 
Y'A Y is a M V—U B —IQE of a2 iff trace A  =  1 and 2A + M T  • Diag A  • M  is a 
scalar multiple of M.
P roof. Using Lemmas 2.l.ii, 4.2.ii, we get 1 = D'Mvec A  =  trace A , and FM(al, y) 
vec A  =  a^  vec (2M A M +M T  • Diag A  ■ M ). ■
For the general Hsu-model, C. R. R ao [14, Th. 1] derives the following estimates. 
J. K l e f f e  [7, Th. 2] gives similar representations.
Theorem 4.4. Let a Hsu-model be given. For a fixed <Jq, introduce the (n, n)- 
matrices V *=  ^  a lxVx=U & lU', and R* =  (MV%M)+, and the (c, c)-matrices 
M l =  U'R%U, M 2= M 1 * M t. Let R*. I f  F* is positive definite, and the Rc- 
vector O' and the R k-vector X satisfy
H & =q, 29,+ M 2A29’ = M 2f i 'A , (20)
then an unbiased IQE of q 't with minimum variance at (Cq, y) is given by
Y  R*U ■ Diag ~  (H"k -  A29-) • U R * Y . (21)
P roof. The assertion follows from Lemma 2.l.ii. Firstly, since R* =  R*M , 
we have A = ^ R J U  • Diag (ff 'X —&■$') ' U'R*. Now, vec U • Diag H"k • U '=  
v e c ^ xVx=D'k, and, by (13), vec A2 Diag & =  DCA,&. Thus, from (12),L' =  vecA — 
y R *® R *'D "^— l^R*U®R*U  • D<.A29'. Using D =  U ® U  • R f l '  and Lemma 3.1,
this yields DML = ~ H D 'e ■ U’ ® U ' ■ R *® R * ■ U ® U  • DJl"k  — ~ HD'. M t®¿1 2
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1 10 M , ■ / ) cA29- =  — U M Jl"k  -  — I I M ^ P ,  which equals q  under the assumption 
(20).
Secondly, the positive definiteness of F* implies R + R *= M . Lemma 4.2.i, then, 
yields FM(og, y) ■ L '= M ® M  ■ D X -M U ® M U  ■ + j  M U ® M U  • D eA2D'c •
U’R *® U 'R * D X -~ M U ® M U  D cA2®c I R *l ® l 'R * U  D cA2& =D MX -
y  M U ® M U  ■ DcA2 (2^ — MiH'X +  M 2A-j&). Under the assumption (20), this 
is in diDM . ■
Uniformity Criteria. Essentially, the last theorem of this section is also due 
to C. R. R ao [14, p. 453-454], The first part characterizes those situations when 
the estimates are independent of the kurtosis y ; the second part assumes quasi 
normality, i.e., y =  0, and investigates independence from Oq.
Theorem4.5. Assume the Hsu-model and notation of Th. 4.4. Then:
(i) All M V—UB — IQEs at (o ,^ 0) are of minimum variance at (Oq, y) iff 9tDM is in­
variant under M U ® M U  ■ D C&1 ■ Diag H 'y ■ D'c • U 'R*®U'R*, or, equivalently, 
iff is invariant under M 2A‘f Diag H'y.
(ii) All M V—U B —IQEs at (1A, 0) are of minimum variance at {a\, 0) iff 9tDM is 
invariant under M V%R®M V*R, or, equivalently, iff for every XcR* there exist a 
[jlGR* such that '^ ¡/■XR T * //V y , R — '^ i\i.xR VxR. Here, V =  ^ V x is assumed 
positive definite, R = (M V M )+, and is assumed non-negative definite.
P roof, (i) We have to check [11, p. 147] when 9ii’M(oo> Y)
0) • N. This is the case, by Lemma 4.2.i and after premultiplying with 
iff the range of A  =  R it.U ®R*U  • D ^ D '  • U 'M ®U 'M  -N  is contained in 
31M(x)M • N. But M ® M  • N = N  ■ M ® M  is a projector, so N  • M ® M  • A = A  
yields D'M ■R *U ® R *U - I>cA2D ; • U'M ® U'M  ■ N —0. This is true iff
WMU®MU  • D ;A 2Dc • U 'R *® U 'R * • DMcW D M, (22)
which is the first characterization. Using D =  U ® U  ■ DJS' and premultiplying 
(22) with De • U 'R*® U ’R * yields the second characterization, [14, eq. 5.8],
For part (ii), check 9tFM(oo, 0) ■ N a iH F ^ l^  0) analogously to get the first 
characterization. Then premultiply with R ® R ,  use DM"k =vec 2 *  JMVJU and
(12) to get the second characterization [14, eq. 6.4], ■ ,
As indicated in the proof of part (ii), formulae (12) and (13) may be used to 
reformulate the above criteria in matrix space. The formulation above parallels 
that of mean estimation: The BLUE under V  is BLUE under F* iff is in­
variant under F *F -J (cf., [11, p. 149]).
For further results on uniform MV — UB — IQE see H. Drygas [3] and S. Gnot, 
W. Klonecki and R. Zmyslony [4], The dispersion-mean-correspondence may 
also be used to get MINQUE, weighted least squares, or Ridge-type estimates of 
variance components, cf., F. Pukelsheim [12], [13]. Maximum likelihood esti­
mates are considered, e.g., by R. R. Corbeil and S. R. Searle [1],
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5. Unbiased NX I) Quadratic Estimability
Though one should not dispense with requiring that a quadratic estimate 
Y 'A Y  of a single variance component a\ be non-negative definite (X N D ), one 
does, and there are only few investigations of this subject, cf., H. D r yg as  [2], 
L . R. L a M otte [9], The next lemma is implicitly given by L. R. L a M otte [9, 
p. 728], the formulation below is to stress that N N D  estimates shift the problem 
from linearity into convexity.
Lemma 5.1. Assume a linear model as given by (3), let q 6 BA Then:
(i) There exists an unbiased IQE of q 't iff 
q  G linear hull {D'M • y ® y  | y  £ R"}.
(ii) There exists an unbiased 1ST NT) quadratic estimator of q 't iff 
q£convex hull {D'M ■ y ® y  \ y£  Rm}.
P roo f. Unbiasedness and non-negative definiteness imply invariance, see above 
Sect. 2. Y 'A Y  is unbiased for q ’t iff q=D 'M • vec A . Assertions i, ii then follow 
from the spectral representation [15, p. 39] of symmetric matrices, NND matrices, 
respectively. ■
What has the model to look like such that a single component tx be unbiasedly 
NND estimable? For a pure variance components model, e.g., a Hsu-model, we 
finally prove as a necessary and sufficient condition: The %-th dispersion design 
must properly contribute to the explanation of the error space (cf.,
[15, p. 297]).
Theorem 5.1. For a linear model (3), let all Vx, x —i , . .  , ,k,  be NND, and fix  x. 
Then there exists an unbiased NND quadratic estimator of tx iff 
MMVJMctmM  2  VXM.
Proof .  Put $t =  convex hull {D'M • y ® y  | y £ B n}. Clearly, ft =  { •  y v® y vj 
ill’ ■ ■ With all FkNND, it is easily shown that e y 6 St iff c x € {Dm ‘
y® ylye  & }.  The latter means that the nullspace of M  2  be not contained
in the nullspace of M VX M. This is the orthogonal dual of the assertion. ■ 
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Zusammenfassung
In der Theorie der linearen Modelle kann man die Schätzung von Varianzkomponenten 
vollständig aus der Schätztheorie für den Mittelwert herleiten; diese ‘Streuungs-Mittel­
wert-Korrespondenz’ wird am Beispiel des Hsu-Modells verdeutlicht. Sie ergibt kurze 
neue Beweise für verschiedene in der Literatur vorkommende Sätze über erwartungs­
treue invariante quadratische Schätzer mit kleinstem BAYES-Risiko bzw. mit kleinster 
Varianz. Bei reinen Varianzkomponenten-Modellen wird schließlich erwartungstreue 
positiv-semidefinite quadratische Schätzbarkeit charakterisiert an Hand der Designma­
trizen, die das Modell definieren.
Késumé
Dans ce travail on démontre de nouveau quelques théorèmes concernant l’estimation des 
composants de la variance dans le modèle linéaire de lisu  : Par l’application d’une ‘ corre­
spondance dispersion-moyenne’ la question posée se trouve réduite aux problèmes déjà 
connus et résolus dans la théorie d ’estimation de la moyenne. Dans les théorèmes cités on 
étudie des estimateurs quadratiques, invariants, sans biais, qui minimisent soit le risque 
bayesien soit la variance. En outre, l ’existence d ’un estimateur quadratique, non-negatif, 
sans biais d ’un seul composant de la variance est characterisée par des matrices qui, elles, 
déterminent le modèle.
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